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 romantically blind. Hawthorne, reject-
 ing the transcendental idealism which
 Hester Prynne seems to have realized
 almost in spite of his own "adamant,"
 piously recant d in his "Conclusion" and
 took goo  care that his later "dark" her-
 oines sh uld be omantic, unsympathet-
 ic, and (comp r tively) unimportant.
 THE FUTURE OF POETRY
 LOUISE POUND'
 Poetry is the most beautiful form of
 human speech. The human race has al-
 ways had its song and always will have it.
 It may not be expected to die out. In our
 present century, however, its status has
 altered. There are relatively fewer hear-
 ers or readers of it than in the long
 stretches of the past and fewer noted
 poets. Professors offer courses in the
 great poetry of the world, and one hopes
 that they will continue to do so. Poetry
 societies exist on campuses in great num-
 bers. Prizes are offered to encourage
 young poets and avenues of publication
 opened to them in local magazines. What
 has happened to poetry to bring its lapse
 from its old prestige? Various explana-
 tions have been brought forward by vari-
 ous critics; but I find myself agreeing
 with none of them. My own seems to be
 different still.
 Among the explanations that I recall
 at random is that of a scholar who be-
 lieves that the poetic decline of recent
 times is more or less bound up with the
 waning of humanistic studies, especially
 classical studies. A more conspicuous
 school of thought attributes the "epitaph
 of poetry" to the rise of science, finding
 the poetic and the scientific spirits in-
 compatible, as the young Keats did when
 he proposed his famous toast, "Confusion
 to the memory of Sir Isaac Newton, who
 destroyed the poetry of the rainbow by
reducing it to a prism," or Poe when he
 wrote his sonnet "To Science." A world
 given over to scientific investigation, to
 invention and machines, a world devoted
 to the cult of the realistic in literature
 and of sociological and political theory is
 not stimulating to poetic creativeness.
 This was not the view of Matthew Arnold,
 who thought that as science came to the
 foreground poetry would be needed more
 a d more as an offset, would perhaps be
 relied upon to replace religion. And it
 was not the view of Tennyson, who loved
 to introduce scientific conceptions and
 illustrations into the fabric of his poetry.
 Another thinker, a political conserva-
 tive, ascribed the shift from poetry to our
 recent dominant concern for the prole-
 tarian. How well, he asked, do proletar-
 ianism and poetry mix? The proletarian
 spirit is no more likely, is even less likely,
 to inspire beautiful literature than is the
 spirit of science and the worship of the
 machine.
 There is something to think about in
 two explanations made in 1937 by H. S.
 Canby in the Saturday Review of Litera-
 ture. Mr. Canby does not think the decay
 of poetry is for Carlyle's reason-that
 poetry belongs to the childhood of the
 race and inevitably declines with sophis- ' Professor of English, University of Nebraska.
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 tication. Nor does he hold that we are
 losing as a people our sense of rhythm.
 We still dance and like music; indeed, is
 this not an age of swingtime? Nor is it
 because of the neglect of the reading and
 teaching of verse in the lower schools and
 the colleges. Mr. Canby suggested that
 poetry is suffering from that widespread
 specialization which has affected so
 many other activities-the division of
 labor, specialization in sport, in educa-
 tion, in manual training. Only the classi-
 cists read the classics, only scientists col-
 lect specimens, only linguists perfect
 themselves in foreign languages, only
 scholars form libraries. Only profession-
 als have been expected to make music or
 paint. Do only poets read poetry? In a
 further comment Mr. Canby emphasizes
 the possible maladjustment between
 poetry and our own era. In a time of
 emotional confusion when we are in
 doubt of the stability of our own civiliza-
 tion, in such a time poetry can hardly be
 articulate for the general reader. It fol-
 lows old emotional and thought patterns,
 expresses only those which have become
 conventions; it attracts no more than
 does good prose. Good prose is not mere-
 ly easier reading (it was not once), but it
 is better reading than poetry which is
 not real poetry but only acceptable verse.
 To continue a brief sampling of con-
 temporary views, in an article, "America
 and Poetry," also in the Saturday Review
 of Literature, Leonard Bacon implied
 that the thinner quality of American
 poetry after 189o is in part the cause of
 present conditions. This falling-off in
 quality came, he thinks, from a wish to
 imitate European cultural ways, from
 too great concern for form and diction, so
 that an artificial, sissified performance
 was turned out, in which there was noth-
 ing for the general human being. The
 vogue of Imagism et al. followed and the
 present-day vogue of the unintelligible.
 These later vogues of poetry have to do
 with method and form; but method and
form are not what is of first importance.
 And true pleasure, said Mr. Bacon, is a
 solitary performance, whereas the soli-
 tary in our contemporary life gives way
 to the noisy and the social, to group
 pleasure. The new psychologists think
us abnormal if we take our pleasure by
 ourselves. One might add that many
 now go in for the "choral reading" of
 poetry, though it is really only the lone
 reader who reads it best. He points out
 further that poetry is a very human art,
 and it is its duty to be beautiful. But our
 age is afraid of the beautiful. Mr. Bacon
 is sure that this condition is not perma-
 nent. He is surer than I find myself to be
 that poetry will return to its old as-
 cendance.
 The obscurity and symbolism often
 affected by present-day poets also comes
 in for blame or for protest. Among those
 wh  believe that present tendencies con-
 ribute little to true poetry and limit the
 nu b r of its readers is Elizabeth Drew.
 Too much allusiveness, the substitution
 of psychological process for logical struc-
 t re and sequence, capricious use of
 widely divergent associations when, as so
often, the central idea of the poem is
 stated nowhere in the poem-all this robs
 poetry of appeal. The cult of obscurity
 alienates readers. When poetry is not
 emotionally comprehensible except to
 the highly trained, it cannot keep its hold
 on the public. It may be left, as Mr. Can-
 by suggested, to specialists and to the
 library. Though our age is widely read,
 the sensitiveness, the subtle emotional
 resp nsiveness that poetry needs, is lack-
 ing. A sense of its universal values has
 faded.
 se various diagnoses do not seem
 to me to be the whole story or even the
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 main story. Surely there is a practical,
 realistic factor to be taken into account,
 though it may well have been overlooked
 by theorists and idealists.
 II
 First let us take a look at poetry in
 panorama, for the part it has played
 down the generations; this before we
 turn to the present to try to understand
 or predict. Whether or not we are as con-
 fident as are Mr. Bacon and many others
 who write on the subject that poetry has
 a bright future, it certainly has had a
 past, a long one that takes us backward
 down vast stretches of time to the begin-
 nings of the human race. For that matter
 linguists have suggested, especially Pro-
 fessor Otto Jespersen of Copenhagen,
 that the beginnings of language itself,
 the means of human intercommunica-
 tion, may be found in musical utterance.
 All speech may once have been song;
 the two phenomena, speech and song,
 not yet differentiated; speech not yet
 evolved. Among aboriginal tribes today
 speech is more emotional, and melody
 counts for more than among us. Un-
 civilized utterance is highly musical.
 Whether it is true or not-and there are
 numerous other theories concerning the
 origin of language-it is a fascinating
 hypothesis that from the first outbursts
 of primitive music and song, i.e., from
 primitive poetry, comes our first human
 speech. When we pass to literary records,
 here also poetical language seems older
 than prose expression. The often-quoted
 eighteenth-century poet may have been
 right when he wrote:
 This nature drove us; warbling rose
 Man's voice in verse before he spoke in prose.
 I have dwelt on the genesis of poetry,
 possibly coincident with the genesis of
 language, to illustrate the remoteness of
 its past and its fundamental importance
 in the history of th  race.
 Next, in this brief retrospect, let us
 continue to glance at the panorama of
 poetry, its place and prestige, between
 ancient days and the present. Poetry,
 meant to be heard, was still the leading
 form of literary expression in Greek and
 Roman days, as in primitive times. The
 fundamentally oral quality of poetry
 must not be forgotten. Among the early
 Germans, professional bards were in the
 foreground. They were the preservers of
 tribal history. They chanted of the deeds
 of heroic ancestors and of heroic fights of
 their own times. Before the days of writ-
 ing and manuscripts, this was the only
 way in which traditions could be handed
 on. Verse was more easily remembered
 than prose, and perhaps for this reason
 it seems to have earlier acquired clear
 and attractive structure. In Chaucer's
 time, the late Middle Ages, tales were still
 chanted to the accompaniment of some
 musical instrument or read aloud before
 a group of hearers. Poetry was still the
 dominant art form. It maintained its
 ascendance in the sixteenth century, a
 great poetic period, and it was still di-
 rected mainly to the ear. Drama was
 then in poetic form. Shakespeare com-
 posed his plays to be presented, to be
 heard, not for circulation in printed
 form. And nearly any character in a
 Shakespearean play may catch up a
 musical instrument and sing. Song seems
 to have had nearly universal popularity
 then. Though there was more reading
 and less hearing of it in the seventeenth
 century, it was still, two centuries after
 the introduction of printing, the form of
 literature that reached most persons,
 that attracted geniuses, the strong minds
 that craved readers and influence aswell as
 self-expression. Poetry was still the form
 that brought prestige, and,for the drama-
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 tists, remuneration. The latter may not
 have been great; but other forms of
 literature hardly brought returns at all.
 Thus we have come as far down as the
 eighteenth century and find poetry hav-
 ing a relative monopoly, less than it had
 earlier, but still unmistakably in the fore-
 ground. The outpourings of verse have
 been the key not only to the emotional
 but to the intellectual tendencies, the
 moral development, the psychic outlook
 of people, down nearly to our own time--
 poetry far more than prose. The signifi-
 cant period for shift was the eighteenth
 century. By this time the middle class
 had risen in influence. The reading public
 was enlarged and reading popularized.
 Not only the upper classes read, but the
 rising currency of newspapers, pamphlets,
 periodicals, and printed street ballads
 brought reading to those farther down in
 social station. Of especial importance in
 this century was the advent of the period-
 ical essay in prose and of prose fiction, na-
 tive English forms. The vogue of these
 new forms, the essay and the novel, at-
 tracted strong writers. We wait, how-
 ever, until the early nineteenth century
 and Sir Walter Scott and his invention of
 the historical novel, for the appearance of
 works like his Ivanhoe, Kenilworth, The
 Talisman, for fiction reading to become
 thoroughly respectable. This seems to
 me to be the historic turning-point in the
 position of poetry. I want to emphasize
 this. It was Sir Walter Scott who really
 broke the monopoly of poetry, who ulti-
 mately wrote away its popularity when
 he turned from the verse romance to
 fiction. More than anyone else he has the
 historic position of the author who di-
 minished its sales and so helped to dis-
 lodge it from its ascendance.
 Literary anthologies give first place to
 poetry through the nineteenth century.
 Those of the twentieth century give
 more and more space relatively to prose.
 T e impetus of centuries carried verse
 fairly well through the Victorian period;
 but by that time its dominance was
 clearly waning. It was losing to the mul-
 tifarious prose that had developed so
 slowly as a competitor. It has lost
 ground to the novel, the essay, to his-
 tories like those of Carlyle and Macaulay,
 written under the influence of Scott.
 Serious stage plays were composed in
 prose. And now we must take into ac-
 count, too, the sketches and biographies
 and autobiographies and travel-books
 and the miscellaneous political and
 sociological matter that our presses pour
 forth in floods. The Victorian poets were
 the last to have great place, and even
 their poetry, in the perspective of the
 present, seems to shrink somewhat in
 depth and significance when placed be-
 side the creations of the trail-blazing
 minds that composed Oliver Twist, Vanity
 Fair, The Mill on the Floss, The Egoist,
 The Return of the Native, in England, and,
 on the Continent, Ghosts, The Doll's
 House, Le Debdcle, Die Weber, Resurrec-
 tion. The profounder and truer vein in
 the last half of the century ran, not
 through its poetry as in the earlier half,
 but through its prose.
 Authors with much to say and on deep
 problems chose at long last the medium
 of prose expression. They wanted many
 readers. There is no decline in the supply
 of poems; but fewer persons turn to them
 for what they read. Poetry societies and
 small poetical publications multiply.
 Poetry holds its academic standing.
 Teachers bring up their pupils on it, as
 they should, for it is an appealing form
 of verbal expression. It is, as we have
 seen, a fundamental form in literary
 history. But so far as demand for its
 production goes it is moribund. "Every-
 body knows that poetry is a dying art,"
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 wrote one publisher. "Everybody in the
 book and literary business, that is. The
 news has not yet spread to the masses." It
 is only newspaper poets, such as the late
 Walt Mason or Edgar Guest, or colum-
 nists trying it for variety's sake, or writers
 of light verse for periodicals, that com-
 mand much of a market. Or perhaps the
 chief market at present is that of those
 who produce the incredible stanzas
 crooned by radio performers, in which
 there are two staple characters, the moon-
 struck singer and his or her no less moon-
 struck "honey," both moaners. But this
 is not poetry, though it may command
 payment. It is not even verse.
 I remember once writing a sopho-
 moric piece that I entitled "The Literary
 Interregnum," in which I tried to point
 out that there are usually "between per-
 iods," or periods of transition, in which
 the literary product is weak and un-
 certain. Old themes and patterns are
 dying and the new is not yet born. My
 reference was mainly to poetry. The
 nineteenth-century poets had passed and
 their successors had not yet come to the
 foreground. But I felt pretty sure of the
 future and of my word "interregnum." I
 was sure that it would end and that new
 literary kings would be crowned. They
 will be, of course, but they seem more
 likely to be kings of prose than kings of
 verse. Are we to have in our century the
 major poets to whom Whitman so looked
 forward?
 Poets to come! orators, singers, musicians to
 come!
 Not today is to justify me and answer what I am
 for,
 But you, a new brood, native, athletic, conti-
 nental, greater than before known,
 Arouse, for you must justify me.
 In the past, disastrous war periods
 have often proved greatly stimulating to
 poets and have been followed by notable
 poetic performance. In our present war
 period there may seem to be a distinct
 popular turning to poetry. Some have
 thought that there is. But how likely is
 the product to be greater or more las ing
 th n that hailed as significant during the
 first World War?
 III
 Wha  I wish to suggest as the major
 reason for the lesser role played by
 poetry in our day is the economic reason,
 t e lack of rewards, t e weakening of the
 old motives for turning to it, the under-
 mining effect of competition. Discon-
 certing as this may see , the practical or
 conomic motive is a fundamental thing,
 to be taken into account in literary his-
 tory as elsewhere in our world of human
 beings. It is recognition of this motive
 that has made me lose much of my form-
 er faith in an "interregnum" to be fol-
 lowed by a new glorious florescence time
 for poetry. In any lin  of human activity
the practical side is important. Econom-
 c explanations underlie many if not
 most of the significant phenomena of
 human history. Whether we are dealing
 with politics, intellectual activities, even
 religion, such phenomena have in part an
 economic basis; economic considerations
 are of fundamental importance for their
 future. This is not to be overemphasized,
 of course, but the economic factor holds
 for art, too. Economic conditions must
 be favorable if there is to be high develop-
 ment. Indeed, unidealistic as this may
 seem, it is the vogues they foster that
 make possible high development. They,
 combined with the right element in time.
 Shakespeare could have been the drama-
 tist he was only at the time when he
 wrote. Fifty years before, the drama had
 not yet developed nor the possibilities of
 blank verse. Not long after his death the
 Puritans closed the theaters, and no plays
 were presented. Milton, too, would not
 have written on the themes he chose, nor
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 in the poetical modes in which he so ex-
 celled, had he written a few decades later,
 when Renaissance poetic ideas had been
 superseded by newer and more prosaic
 ones.
 We have seen how, for so long a time,
 poetry had a relative monopoly in the
 literary field. And we have seen, too,
 whether we like to confront the fact or
 not, how it is affected by economic re-
 turns. Why do geniuses write? What
 impels them? They hope for fame, pres-
 tige, and for concrete reward for attain-
 ing it; or they have certain aims to
 achieve, to set forth their ideas, or they
 crave self-expression. That selfbexpres-
 sion usually takes the literary form that
 finds most readers or brings surest re-
 wards. We turn our endeavors into the
 lines that bring these, or we are never
 heard from. A potential super-football
 player born, living, and dying in Alaska
 could hardly attain All-American recog-
 nition. Nor a potential great writer
 growing up and remaining in a region
 where there is little culture and books
 are not encouraged. Men's wish to better
 themselves and to achieve security is the
 surest impetus to effort. When Shake-
 speare wrote, the poetic drama was the
 only form of literature that brought
 economic returns. He was a good busi-
 nessman, too, and his acting and play-
 writing brought him economic pros-
 perity. Had Dr. Johnson, Goldsmith, or
 Thackeray had private incomes, they
 would probably never have written
 much, or, in any case, not written what
 they did. When they wrote, they turned
 their compositions into the forms having
 vogue and claiming readers. When novels
 rose to popularity, when it was they that
 brought fame and money and command-
 ed most readers, strong minds began to
 turn to them and to cease composing
 lyrics and verse romances and verse
 dramas. And of late years the demand
 for magazine literature still directs ac-
 tivity into the kaleidoscopically varied
 though ometimes slight forms that these
 magazines endeavor to supply. My idea
 is, then, that poetry lost place as it had
 the competition of attractive prose, the
 latter bringing greater rewards. In a
 rec nt article Professor George R. Stew-
 art dates the decline of poetry in quality
 after 1890 and points to its complete
 surrender to the novel since 1920. I go
 further back by more than a hundred
 years for the beginnings of the shift.
 And now poetry has other competitors
 to lure the strongest talent and tempt the
 ambitious. The new forms of art-the
 films and the radio-are forms for which
 the texts are perishable, as merely oral
 literature always is; and the fame they
 yield is transient. Yet they are formid-
 able rivals and their economic returns un-
 mistakable. Authors of both fiction and
 drama now often direct their works to-
 ward recognition in these fields. What
 chance has poetry in competition with
 them? They reach millions where printed
 volumes of verse reach fewer and fewer.
 Why, then, writers may well say, bother
 with verse? Instead of the lasting utter-
 ances of great poets, addressed to readers
 of intelligence, typical in our day is the
 flat matter so often blatted out by the
 mooncalf singers of the radio. Curiously,
 ur sophisticated twentieth century tol-
erates rhymed or semirhymed verse that
 could not be paralleled in preceding cen-
 turies. In the 189o's people used to think
 "After the Ball" or "Heaven Will Pro-
 tect the Working Girl" pretty weak
 stuff; but these pieces were lengths ahead,
 in thought, content, narrative, and ex-
 pression, of various lyrics now turned
 out. I refer to matter like "Mamie, O
 Mamie, don't you feel ashamy?" "There
 ain't no maybe in my baby's eyes," "O
 how I love Dolores. Does she love me?
 Of cou-rse." Sometimes there are genuine
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 poetic successes, like Archibald Mac-
 Leish's "The Fall of the City" and Max-
 well Anderson's poetical dramas. Radio
 drama in verse may be the beginning of
 something, a significant pioneer venture
 that restores somewhat of its old role,
 appeal to the ear, to the poet. But, after
 all, such drama can reach only the
 special not the general, in any case not
 the "proletarian," audiences of these
 days.
 I know I have not drawn a roseate
 picture. I hope it is an untrue one. "If
 we lose poetry from ordinary life," wrote
 a critic, "we lose the dignity and power of
 the word, the moving eloquence of its
 cadences, the exaltation of language and
 emotion which transcend our daily reali-
 ties and lift us into a higher world of the
 spirit." When verse comes to be used for
 fewer and more special purposes, when
 it comes to serve academic purposes
 mainly, it falls into relative disuse.
 As I said at the opening, poetry is the
 most beautiful form of human speech.
 That it will not die out I am sure. The
 language has rich potentialities. People
 will always wish to put words together
 musically, to give pleasure to themselves
 or their hearers, or merely to explore the
 possibilities of the language. Poetry
 surely has a future, both for the expres
 sion of ideas and emotions and for musi-
 ca  appeal. The teacher knows that there
is no better me tal discipline for the
 young read r than to go through it un-
 derstandingly. To read in the true sense
 one ne ds to learn to read poetry, real
 poetry, not fair verse. For that matter,
 the most attractiv  prose has never been
 written by those who cannot appreciate
 poetry. I believe that poetry will be
 composed and read and loved as long as
 the race lasts; that there will always be
 p ets and lovers of poetry. But it can
 hardly regain its old monopoly, attract-
 ing o it the best authorship down the
 ge erations. It has too great competi-
tion-that is the chief difficulty it en-
 counters. It has the competition of an
 interesting and multifarious prose, late in
 development in literary history, and now
 it has the competition of two new and
 extremely popular forms of art. Possi-
 bly, too, there will be other new forms
 that we do not now dream of, just as the
 Victorians never dreamed of our sound
 films or of our revival of purely oral
 literature over the radio. Poetry will al-
 ways be with us, I think, but I do not see
 how it can again have the supreme im-
 portance and prestige that it once had.
 THOMAS WOLFE AND THE CRITICS
 ENSIGN ROBERT P. FALKz
 I
 It is too early to make definite pro-
 nouncements about Thomas Wolfe's ul-
 timate ranking in American, or world,
 literature. Thirteen years ago, after the
 appearance of Look Homeward, Angel, one
 could have heard unreserved acclaim
 from some quarters enthusiastically de-
 scribing the promise of his undoubted
 genius. Sinclair Lewis magnanimously
 hailed him as the future spokesman of
 his country's spirit. The talk went
 around that Wolfe had the makings of a
 major novelist, and the stories of his
 strange ways and prolific pen grew into
 SU.S.N.R. On leave of absence from the depart-
 ment of English, Michigan State College of Agricul-
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